The effect of mental tracking task on spatiotemporal gait parameters in healthy younger and middle- and older aged participants during dual tasking.
To evaluate the effect of dual tasking that combines walking with a mental tracking task on spatiotemporal gait parameters in younger and older adults. After completing the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ), participants performed single tasks: preferred paced walk (PPW); fast paced walk (FPW); single-leg stance (SLS); spelling backwards cognitive task (CT). Thereafter, dual tasks: PPW + CT; FPW + CT; SLS + CT. Spatiotemporal gait parameters and the durations of SLS and SLS + CT were measured. Twenty younger and 20 older adults participated. The IPAQ scores were similar in both groups. Compared to the single task, stride length was shorter, stride time was longer, and stride length and time variability were higher during the PPW and FPW dual tasks in both groups. Older age was associated with shorter stride length during PPW and FPW, and longer stride time during FPW dual compared to single tasks. The older group exhibited shorter times during SLS and SLS + CT compared to younger group. Despite similar self-reported fitness, older age is associated with shorter stride length and longer stride time during FPW dual tasks as well as short times during SLS + CT, which may indicate diminished balance and posture stability.